DREAMS   AND   VISIONS
The whole spectacle could not have lasted more
than five minutes, but the sky retained its blaze of
colour for about a quarter of an hour after; then
darkness covered the heavens.
The natives of Mosul are great believers in dreams,
and accept them as good or bad omens.    A short
time ago a Moslem woman came to the Dispensary
suffering from double cataract.    She had been quite
blind for many years, and was very anxious for an
operation, saying if only she could have enough sight
to sweep the compound she would be satisfied, as
then she could earn her livelihood.   The doctor, after
examining her eyes, told the woman that he could
not promise her a good result from the operation, as
her eyes were not healthy.    However, as she was
absolutely blind, it was worth while to try, and per-
haps she might see sufficiently afterwards to find her
way about.    Accordingly she was admitted to the
Hospital to await her time for operation.    She was
a very affectionate woman, and seemed to be gifted
with great powers of intuition.    When I went to the
door of the ward, even before I spoke, she always
called out, " There's my khatoun !"    Sometimes I
crept in quietly just to see if she would know I was
present; she almost invariably did, and sitting up in
bed would listen intently, and then say to one of the
other patients, " Is not the khatoun here?"    Then
when she felt my hand, she would grasp it and say,
" I knew it, I knew it; I felt here" (pointing to her
heart) " that my khatoun was in the room!"    She
was such an excitable woman that my husband feared
that she would do something foolish either at the
time of the operation or after.    He warned her that
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